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1 INTROdUcTION 

Our cSR project is well underway. On the occasion of the third china trip, 
the suppliers involved in the project received their first certificate of par-
ticipation. Already midway through the project we have already identified 
initial significantly improved processes and more rigorous observance of 
chinese standards in the fields of environment, health and occupational 
safety. This encourages us to keep up our efforts and with our partners to 
permanently enhance the environmental friendliness of the supply chain, 
while taking into economic aspects into account.

Our local heating system is now in its first winter of operation. As antici-
pated adjustments and settings are still to be made and the odd technical 
issue must be resolved. As the system technology is now working properly 
by and large, we will rely less and less on oil heating and ultimately only 
use it in emergencies should the other heating systems break down. The 
project is being technically supported and evaluated by a student from 
Pforzheim University of Applied Science. Initial figures indicate a rela-
tively long return on investment as indeed we expected. The investment 
certainly makes economic sense. In business terms, other investments 

1.1 management foreword

Dear Readers
We extend you a warm welcome and cordially invite you to read our Sustainability Report and Environmental 
 Declaration to EMAS III. Please internalize and promote these positive impulses and share our efforts to contin-
uously improve the market, community, environment and health. We hope that our combined success will benefit 
both the public good and the environment.
 

The management of Brugger:

Thomas Brugger, Sascha Bausch,  

Heiko Merz, and  Georg Brugger-Efinger,

(from left to right)
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yield faster results. The current very low oil prices largely contribute to 
this situation. This measure will allow us to achieve a neutral carbon foot-
print in 2016.

Thanks to the good weather in 2015, some of our e-bikers were on the 
road almost all year round. In 2016 the group of employees using company 
e-bikes is set to grow.

We are proud to be able to document our commitment to environmentally 
friendly management and the community in this Sustainability Report. 
Our experience over the years confirms our view that value creation stands 
in direct correlation to respect. Respect in this case refers to both inter-
personal relations and of nature and our environment. So it also makes 
business sense for us to address the values of others and to pay them due 
respect in our daily activities.

Acting in the firm conviction and with a good feeling of ‘doing the right 
thing’. We all of us wish to do our part in ensuring an environment worth 
living in for ourselves and our children in the future.

vALUES ShAPE ThE fUTURE. 
Our vision for our thinking and doing.

Enjoy the read!
Brugger gmbh

hardt, dated 13.01.2016

  Our vision in terms of sustainability:

 valueS Shape the Future
  
  This vision is a firm part of our mission statement and  describes 

our "Black Forest sense of entrepreneurship" perfectly. We 
believe in values, hard work and sustainable actions for our 
future.

  Practising sustainability also means accepting certain chal-
lenges and mastering them. This is a matter of course for us 
and firmly established in our daily work routines. Every process 
and every employee incorporates the spirit of sustainability.
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1.2 history

We were founded in 1963 as a metalworking shop in Schramberg-Sulgen.
In the beginning, metalwork was operated on a wage labour basis, largely 
bent wire parts.

five years later we extended the portfolio and started manufacturing mag-
net systems. Over a period of time , the small orders developed into an ever 
expanding product range with growing diversity.

Success on the market demanded more space: 1995 saw the advent of the 
new manufacturing premises in hardt, erected on state-of-the-art prin-
ciples. In the following years we continued to record a further growth in 
orders.

Welcome to Brugger
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The extension in 2003 and expansion of production and storage space to 
the current approx. 5,000 m², has provided all the options for effective 
production. With our high-performance and up-to-date machinery, in-
novative product concepts and considerable competence in consultancy, 
we manufacture a broad spectrum of products. comprehensive stocks of 
standard and semi-standard products allow for fast and flexible order 
processing. The processes are improved and optimised continuously. Pro-
duction is monitored by employing state-of-the-art testing and measuring 
methods. This enables us to ensure consistent high quality. Since 1999, 
our company has been certified in accordance with dIN EN ISO 9001.
2006/2007 we participated in the introduction to EMAS validation as 
part of the "EMAS convoy" project run by the town of Singen. In Novem-
ber 2007 our environmental statement was successfully validated as per 
 directive Ec 761/2001 and we subsequently received the corresponding 
validation certificate. Since January 2008 we are listed in the EMAS reg-
ister under the number d-169-00061. Since 2009 we comply with the so-
called EMAS-III Regulation (EU) No. 1221/2009 (EMAS).

In March 2011 we were successfully audited by Intechnica cart and the 
consolidated environmental declaration 2011 was revalidated. Manufac-
turing as environmentally and resource-saving as possible has meanwhile 
become part and parcel of our systematic processes and has become sec-
ond nature for our employees.
Sustainability is a topic which has always been present in our 50-year 
history and has played an important role in many decisions and has, last 
not least, become a guarantor for our success, the location and the region. 
Many things were decided, changed, implemented or newly developed 
under the aspect of sustainability. This was all done without elaborate 
ROI calculations (ROI = return on investment) and certainly to meet once 
defined parameters. These efforts did not relate exclusively to economic 
reasoning, but mainly to saving resources. This was done on a voluntary 
basis and taking into account the benefits for all and the success of our 
company. True sustainability in the sense of the word.

EMAS Certificate
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Family-friendly company 2015 award

Brugger gmbh Magnetsysteme received the ‘family-friendly company’ 
award for consistent family-friendly personnel policy from dr. Birgit 
 Buschmann, head of division for gender Equality, Ministry of finance 
and Economy Baden-Württemberg, at the Literaturhaus in Stuttgart. 
The award is bestowed by BBQ Berufliche Bildung ggmbh in cooperation 
with the family council of Baden-Württemberg as part of the nationwide 
 project familyNET. The ‘family-friendly company’ award, which is par-
ticularly aimed at SMEs and the social management sector, was bestowed 
on a total of 33 companies. 

The award pays tribute to the family-run SME’s active cultivation of a 
work-life balance. Brugger focuses on life phase-oriented working hours 
that are tailored to employees’ personal needs to achieve the right work-
life balance. cEO georg Brugger-Efinger emphasizes the importance of 
communication: “If we don’t know when someone in our team 

would like to adjust their working hours to suit their current personal 
situation, we can’t take appropriate action.” Other company measures 
focus on promoting health. The annual health day, weekly support 
in the shape of consulting hours by a natural health professional and 
 preventive medicine advisor and relaxation courses are well-received 
by employees. As early as 2006 the company developed a value-based 
mission statement, which among other emphasizes values like respect 
and trust in the employee relationship. 

The award shows that Brugger is already on the right road in terms of 
family-friendly personnel policy and intends to develop along these lines 
in the future.

Das Ministerium für Finanzen und Wirtschaft Baden-Württemberg, die Arbeitgeber
Baden-Württemberg und der Landesfamilienrat Baden-Württemberg verleihen im 
Rahmen des Projekts familyNET der

Brugger GmbH Magnetsysteme 
in Hardt

das Prädikat „Familienbewusstes Unternehmen“ für eine familienbewusste 
systematische Personalpolitik mit Auszeichnung.

Prof. Dr. Markus Müller 
Abteilungsleiter, 
Ministerium für Finanzen und Wirtschaft
Baden-Württemberg

Stefan Küpper
Geschäftsführer Politik, Bildung und Arbeitsmarkt
Landesvereinigung Baden-Württembergischer
Arbeitgeberverbände e. V.

Stuttgart, den 25.11.2015

P r ä d i k a t
Familienbewusstes Unternehmen

2 0 1 5

Eine Kooperation von familyNET wird unterstützt durch

Jürgen Rollin
Vorsitzender des Landesfamilienrates 
Baden-Württemberg 
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As a manufacturer with a comprehensive standard programme and 
 customer-oriented special products, we can also offer you virtually all 
permanent magnetic solutions in addition. Among others, this includes 
bar magnets, flat pot magnets, organisation and decoration magnets, as 
well as magnetic wheels and filter bars. These can be manufactured from 
the magnetic materials hard ferrite (hf), neodymium (NdfeB), samarium 
cobalt (Smco) or aluminium-nickel-cobalt (AlNico).
The product portfolio is rounded off by a variety of individual punched and 
drawn parts as well as injection-moulded plastic components.

headquartered in the Black forest, we produce magnet systems with 
"Made in germany" excellence at our modern tool and die making shop 
using state-of-the-art machines and equipment.
Our customer base is mainly germany and Europe, but we also ship to all 
other regions, including, for example, South Africa.

1.3 company portrait | we write SERvIcE with capital letters, not only at the "beginning"
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Confidential 
Counsellor

VP

Controlling
CTL

Ext. Expert for 
Occupational Safety 

Fa St (advisory)

Hazardous Goods 
Officer

GsB

Data Protection 
Officer

DsB

Safety Officer
SiB

Fire Protection 
Officer

BsB

EDP Administrator
EDVA

Further functions and departments

Facility Manager
HaM

Toolmaking
WZBL

Personnel 
Manager

PL

Purchasing 
Manager

EKL

Production Manager 
/ Work Preparation

 FL/AV

Design
KON

Environment 
Department

UWL

Development 
Manager

DM

Quality Department
QWL

Sales Manager  
VL

Commercial 
Management

KGL

Technical 
Management

TGL

Management 
Representative

MB

Shipping 
Coordinator 

SC

Radiation 
Protection Officer

RpO

Sales Force
AD

Customer Service
KB

Human resources
PW

Application 
technician

AT

Injection 
moulding

SL
Shipping

Development and 
project engineer

EP

Marketing
MKT

Commercial 
Assistant

KA

Purchase 
Processing

EKS

Presetter
EIN

Presetter
EIN

Quality assistant
QA

1.4 organisation chart
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1.5 guiding principles

Our guiding principles provide us with important action and behaviour 
targets. We all want to follow this path together, in the right direction 
and towards a common vision. Led by values which positively affect our 
activities in a sustainable and positive manner.

The following describes how we view and understand the contents of our 
guiding principles. Our guiding principles are, for example, applied when 
we train new employees, during annual employee reviews, to assist with 
the topic "how do we deal with each other?", and, last not least, the 
external presentation of our corporate philosophy.
*for reasons of easier readability we have omitted using the female gender in the following.

1.5.1 the roadmap

honeSt y is the basis of all matters at Brugger gmbh. We are honest to 
ourselves, our opposites and all interested parties.

truSt is something we extend as a matter of principle, whereby we also 
expect to be trusted.

FaIrneSS in dealing with each other, our customers and suppliers is an 
important element of our daily dealings.

perSonalIt y is something we promote and develop for every single 
person. We want reliable employees with strong characters* who are 
 dedicated and able to convince.

Leitbild der 
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1.5.2 left of the road (internal values)

1.5.3 right of the road (external values)

reSpect is extended to everyone, regardless of origin, political or 
 religious belief and background.

target-orIented is everything we do regularly, and/or also everything 
we do not do.

FamIly-FrIendlIneSS is a major endeavour for us. We want our 
 employees to lead a life where job and family are in harmonious balance.

valuable partner - this role is the intention of Brugger for everyone 
relying on a safe job and those requiring occasional support in addition 
to the standard benefits.

motIvatIon of employees is a permanent challenge to which we gladly 
respond. The motivated employee does what has to be done to accomplish 
the company's common goals.

joy in our work: this means arriving at work in the morning in a good 
mood, enjoying work and sharing this experience with others, both col-
leagues, customers and suppliers.

health is a valuable asset. creating conscious awareness of health is a 
significant issue in terms of employee performance and quality of life due 
to longer working lives.

relIabIlIt y towards our customers and suppliers is viewed as an essen-
tial element for good business relationships. This is something we not only 
expect, but also claim to offer reliability.

coSt-eFFectIveneSS should be at the forefront of all our activities and 
operations.

SellIng SolutIonS is an approach which well exceeds simply selling. 
Our customers get more than a simple product, they also receive services 
and solutions for their applications.

added value should result from in-house value generation, the coop-
eration with our partners, the development of solutions and through a 
lived system of values.

SuStaInabIlIt y in development, manufacturing, procurement and dis-
posal is important for us, as is the economic development of the company.

wInner regIon is the term for the counties Rottweil, Schwarzwald-Baar 
and Tuttlingen. We are proud to be part of this strong economic region and 
contribute are daily share in maintaining and improving this quality of life.
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1.5.4 the guide posts

1.5.5 the vision

We all want to be on the same page. The guide posts are to help us to stay 
on track.
We want an open understanding amongst each other to allow us to return 
into the right direction without hurting anyone's personality.
Major deviations from the path and non-compliance with the guiding posts 
are immediately corrected by management and senior executives.

Symbolically we want to align all our efforts in the same direction to 
 always release maximum energy towards our vision "vALUES ShAPE ThE 
fUTURE".
We can all contribute in creating added value for the company. This lets us 
move jointly into a safe future worth living.

VALUES - living them gives added value

ShapIng  is something we love doing in Swabia

Future  is something we are happy to create

Our vision:

VALUES SHAPE THE FUTURE
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1.6 company policy

Our corporate policy forms the basis for activities and dealings in the areas 
of strategic importance to us. It also forms the basis for our corporate 
goals.

precision We want to manufacture inexpensive products at consistently high quality using pre-
cise machinery, tools and test equipment in conjunction with a high skill level of our 
employees. Precision gives us a decisive competitive advantage!

customer  - 
satisfaction

We build on many years of close customer relations and always try to respond quickly 
and productively to customer requirements. Satisfied customers "fuel" our entire  
company!

employee 
satisfaction

We try and operate a good working atmosphere, controlled vacation planning, safe and 
good workplaces. We want to enjoy our work and move things ahead with enthusiasm. 
A high level of employee satisfaction creates freedom for permanent success!

economic
principle

We want to achieve the best possible success with the least appropriate expenditure. 
We apply the Pareto principle in all areas! (achieving 80% of success with 20% of 
 effort)

Innovation – kvp With the aid of suggestions for improvement and project discussions, we intend to 
enter new markets and develop new products (product innovation). We want to oper-
ate efficiently with new or improved processes (process innovation) and we want to 
utilise new methods and processes to advance (management innovation). 
In other words, we want to improve continuously. Innovation is our key to successful 
planning and shaping of the future!
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Sustainability / 
Environment

We operate in a sustainable manner to protect the environment and preserve it for future 
generations, we involve our business partners and employees in this process. We place 
great value on compliance with all legal provisions that apply to us. The goal should be 
long-term, guaranteed added value without exploiting resources. We train and inform 
our employees regularly, we check new purchases to ensure minimal use of energy and 
materials, we regularly inform our contractual partners and the public about our environ-
mental efforts through our environmental declaration. Our economic success can only be 
guaranteed over the long term if we are in “harmony” with our environment.

Error culture With an effective and efficient error culture, both internally and in close cooperation with 
our customers, we want to achieve a sustainable contribution to our product improve-
ment. handling of complaints in the sense of error culture is one of the core instruments 
for good cooperation with our customers!

Health We live and work in a health-conscious manner, we offer our employees regular events 
on the topic of health. Moreover we make sure ergonomic at the workplace. for us, the 
balance between job, family and recreation is to be a positive one. health is an impor-
tant resource for all of us, and one we want to preserve together!

Citizenship We develop and promote our employees and their personalities, as well as our social 
 environment. We see being involved in citizenship as our corporate duty. Social respon-
sibility is an important element for a secure future!

Energy We always look for reduced energy consumption, focus on renewable resources and 
photovoltaics. We monitor our energy flows and optimise consumption and energy 
sources across the board. Energy-conscious operation protects the environment and 
gives us a decisive competitive advantage!

Market We manufacture permanent magnetic solutions for all applications in different business 
sectors in all quantities and sizes at fair prices.
Our market offers us the platform necessary to realise our business interests and values.
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Number of persons 94

Number of part-time employees 48
Number of full-time employees 46
Number of full-timers/calc. 76.9

Number in production 68
Number in administration 26
of which in Sales 5

of which in Technical 4

of which in Purchasing 4

of which in Quality 4

of which in Sales Force 3

of which manufacturing management / AV 3

of which general 3

Number of apprentices 3
Number of temporary workers 2

Number of women 54
Number of men 40

Average age 45.4
ø-Age women 46.5

ø-Age men 44.0

1.7 employees | Employee matrix status: January 2016
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Business volume (2015) € 12.6 million

Planned investments (2016) approx. € 600,000.-- 

CO2 emission (2015) approx. 11 t, remainder compensated by in-company Pv plant, approx. 3 t overcompensated

Number of different products
(2015)

approx. 2800

Locations d-78739 hardt

Cooperation Lebenshilfe Rottweil, foundation St. franziskus in heiligenbronn as suppliers, Schramberg high School,  
Kindergarten hardt as educational partner, Schramberg Music School

Active customers > 1,000 (1,100)

Sales per (2015) domestic (77 %), Export (23 %)

Product portfolio Magnet systems (85.47 %), of which approx. 29.91 % special systems; trade goods (8.19 %); 
plastic components (3.10 %); punched parts (1.83 %) and others (1.42 %)

Customer structure, domestic 39 % resellers; 61 % end consumers

Customer structure, export 72 % resellers; 28 % end consumers

1.8 current figures | company figures status: february 2016
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The following stakeholder graph describes our awareness in terms of 
"stakeholder groups". how do we see "Brugger in its direct environment 
and the world"? This illustrates the assessment of the company on a global 
scale.

2 STAKEhOLdERS, ENvIRONMENT ANd ThE WORLd

Citizenship

Networks

Cooperation 

Partners

Employees 
People

Authorities

SuppliersBRUGGER
GmbH

Media

Customers
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3 OUR cSR STRATEgY

3.1 terms  |  Explanation of some of the terms often used in the context of cSR or sustainability.

In terms of strategy, we monitor all important systematic and future- 
oriented measures and processes. This includes the process and  measures 
with regard to the subject of cSR. We always want to take the right 

 strategic decisions. We will specifically achieve this through a holistic 
approach, for example, as illustrated above as guiding principle, policy 
or stakeholder graph.

efficiency It defines the relationship between the achieved result and the resources employed.

Sustainability Sustainable development meets the requirements of today's generation, without 
risk to the opportunities of future generations to satisfy their own needs and  
define their own lifestyle. (Brundtland Report 1987)

cSr – corporate 
 Social responsibility

concept that promotes the social responsibility of companies and 
improved quality of life, the prosperity of employees, communities and 
society as a whole. (IfEU – Institute for Energy and Environmental Research)

corporate citizenship Participation of the companies as "good citizens" in public life, social and 
ecological commitment of the company. (IfEU – Institute for Energy and Environmental Research)
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3.2 what

3.3 why

Sustainability has been a major part of our corporate culture right from 
the beginning. Rudolf Brugger, the company's founder, already focused on 
sustainability many decades before the term became "fashionable". This 
was lived in the best sense of the word, in terms of efficiency, ergonomics 
and quality as well as in terms of energy, resources and environment. It 
was and remains obvious that non-sustainable actions will not only lead 
to long-term problems for the company, but to society as a whole. We have 

committed ourselves to supporting society, for example, by educational 
partnerships with schools and kindergartens, assigning assembly work 
to handicapped workshops or supporting aid projects in Africa. We will 
continue our corporate responsibility and also remain active in the future.

 "If you want to have long-term opportunities in the market, you must operate environmentally conscious. 
 Otherwise you will not find good employees, nor will anyone want to buy your products."
 (Helmut Sihler (*1930), Austrian top manager)

opportunItIeS
We see the opportunity and the duty of securing our market position and 
our customers' trust through sustainable action and thinking. In our opin-
ion, this is possible in germany as a location and in harmony with our 
environment without exploiting resources. In addition to the necessary 
economic success, our focus includes preserving our environment and 
 securing the future for the following generations. We see both aspects in 
direct correlation as we can only help others if we are doing well ourselves 
and can do more for the following generations than is simply our duty.
We view or employees, customers and suppliers and also other interested 
partners in society as our partners. We are open to queries as a matter 
of principle and try to offer support wherever possible and sensible. We 
view our responsibility to our stakeholders in a pronounced exemplary 
function. We enjoy taking the lead and try to gain the necessary awareness 
with our partners.

rISkS
We perceive no risks in a serious implementation of sustainability.
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3.4 how

We are a good example, pioneer and innovation driver, with regional roots 
and family-friendly. This is our way of living and we invite all our stake-
holders to copy us.
for example: we are a member of the network Success factor family of 
the federal Ministry for family, Elderly, Women and Youth. One of the first 
projects was the described company check.

After the official announcement of the company check at an employee 
meeting, we started with the online and questionnaire surveys over a pe-
riod of three weeks, Employees were given an access code, in part via their 
private e-mail address. Employees without their own Pc where given the 
opportunity of using a company Pc at work. The employees were also able 
to fill in a paper questionnaire. This way we managed to reach out to all 
employees and enable their participation. 

We were very satisfied with a response rate of 68 per cent. There appeared 
to be considerable interest in the topic of balancing job and family.
After evaluation, the results were discussed with management and the 
next steps determined.
Most important result: a considerably higher ratio of employees than 
 expected had care-taking tasks.
The results of the survey and the ensuing necessary measures were 
 presented at a further employee meeting. Examples include: the annual 
employee reviews were extended to include the topic "Balance of job and 
family". This topic was also added to the annual employee survey. We 
continue to participate in regional and supra-regional networks.
We are also considering an in-depth approach to the topic family and care, 
for example, with an information flyer.

 "Internally we would like to 
strengthen awareness for implementing 
measures suitable for optimising fami-
ly-friendliness. In our company we have 
long had an atmosphere where people 
are the focus – for us it is important to 
have an environment free of anxiety. 
This is something we would also like to 
measure, to see where we can improve. 
In addition we would also like to demon-
strate externally how we deal with this 
topic, both to keep our employees in the 
long term as well as for recruiting good employees in the future."
Heiko Merz, Management representative

 "The company check has confirmed 
that we are on the right track. A com-
parison with others gives a good feeling 
as the rating by our employees is posi-
tive - but, of course, we want to work on 
improving even more. The results of the 
company check provide a good basis for 
this endeavour. In parts I was surprised 
by the result; now we know where we 
need to apply ourselves systematically. 
For us it is important to be credible in 
our efforts of creating a balance between job and family. And we will 
achieve this together with our employees."
Thomas Brugger, Commercial Managing Director
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3.5 what for

For uS, For you, For all oF uS!
For the envIronment!
For SocIet y!
For the Future!
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1994  / 2003

1995

2002

2003

2004

2005

2007

2008

Architecturally designed energy-saving building with a high ratio of natural light and 
a high ratio of greened roof area

Energy recovery through heat exchangers

Optimised design of the compressed air plant

Leasing of roof area to gbR for photovoltaic production

high level of waste separation for recycling waste giving a low ratio of remaining waste

Pellet heating in extension building

Toilet flushing via rainwater tank

Lighting control via brightness sensors

Lighting / ventilation control via motion / presence detectors in corridors and toilets

Regranulation machine for recycling plastic sprue

Participation in the "EMAS convoy“ with subsequent validation in accordance with EMAS

first aid personnel trained on site

complete change to environmental paper

Training of fire protection personnel

Utilisation of waste heat from compressors and injection moulding machines

coupling of oil heating to pellet heating and commissioning of a thermal pump

Shutter control via weather station for automated "utilisation" of heat and
thermal protection and utilisation of natural light, dimming of interior lighting, 
depending on outside light

3.6 milestones for sustainability, environment, health, social good and market
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2008 change of hydraulic oil on mineral oil basis to sunflower oil. This measure was carried out on approx. 30 
units and has a considerable effect on energy consumption.

2009 Intelligent ventilation unit without additional energy-intensive cooling for the area where the injection 
moulding machines are located and which provides a pleasant room climate, especially during the summer

Installation of "grander" water systems for fresh and process water with better thermal transmission 
properties and for reduction of chemical additives to the process water

Specific machines were declared as being "Electrical peak machines" and definition of appropriate 
 operating requirements

Retraining of first aid personnel

2010 Since this year we are shipping our parcels with dhL cO2-neutral, in other words "gogreen". This is the 
name of the german Mail dhL programme, where the generated cO2 emissions are compensated  
by projects such as reforestation.

Use of environment-friendly paper packaging tape with natural rubber adhesive

We now receive the load data for energy consumption on a monthly basis which allows to react better and 
faster to energy peaks or too high basic loading.

for the first time we organised an environment day on the "World day for the Environment". The objective 
was to make employees more aware. Everyone who came to work in an environment-friendly manner was 
given a gift and there was healthy food for all.

Back exercises with Thomas Efthymiou

Programme "Rückenwind" with the SBK

10,000 steps https://www.10000-schritte.de

Environment day

Refresher course fire protection personnel

2011 Replacement of heating in the packaging/magnetising and punching departments. We changed to the con-
siderably more efficient Klix system. This replaced the previous heating fans in this area.
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2011 Installation of a photovoltaic plant on the north roof. Plant output: 94 kW (p)

Presentation on nutrition by Ms Monschau, nutritionist

Refresher course for first aid personnel on-site

Internal products i.e. coffee, milk, sugar, detergents 100% from bio shops

2012 Back exercise programme "I want to strengthen my back"

Stress pilot, SBK

A healthy start to the day, with Bianca Wiehl, preventologist

In 2011, compensation of cO2 through gogreen twice as high than in 2010 (8.75t versus 4.063t)

Optimisation of the compressed air plant to reduce energy consumption

Acoustic measures implemented to reduce noise levels in the pressing, punching and injection 
 departments

Installation of heat meters for the 3 existing heat sources (oil heating, pellet heating and  
heat pump) to determine the thermal footprint

Refresher course fire protection personnel

Update of compressor plant with reduced loading and at the same time providing greater security of supply

2013 height-adjustable desks in all office workplaces to allow alternate standing or sitting work positions.

Start to cSR project with preparation of the sustainability report

Preventologist Bianca Wiehl available 1x/week for 2h in-house

Major employee workshop to prepare cSR status of the company

decision that only LEd lighting may be purchased in future
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2013 Solar system of 32 kWp with transparent modules

Purchase of 8 E-bikes for employees

diesel-powered company vehicle replaced with an Electro-Smart

2014 Publication of our first sustainability report

Oil heating is replaced by district heating from a large joiner’s business (completed end of 2015)

Relaunch of website

New cI guidelines for enduring and authentic external visibility

The purchase of 5 additional e-bikes

Procurement of additional food and drink stations

New product catalogue and image brochure

Start cSR project with dEg KfW supply chain in china

2015 Examination of lighting conversion to LEd, launch, subsidy approved (BAfA)

Launch of Brugger Earning System (BES)

health day – Brugger Worldwide (exchange and get-together of different nations within the company)

‘Life in Balance’ health course – the right mix of work and leisure

conversion from oil heating to local wood chip heating supply

New assembly workplaces

Electric vehicle charging point

four Pedelecs
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2015 ‘family-friendly company’ award from BBQ Berufliche Bildung ggmbh in cooperation with  
Baden-Württemberg family council

Outlook 2016 Relaunch of our website in a responsive design Webdesign

candidate for ‘Attractive Employer’ award from the Schwarzwald-Baar-heuberg chamber of Industry and 
commerce commerce

Silver Award (feb. 2016)
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regenerative local heating supply    |  A joint company project:

Wood waste is recycled according to the principle of industrial ecology.
The effort of wood waste disposal (costs) – is converted into revenue – 
production of regenerative heat.
Annual fuel oil savings (Brugger): approx. 17,000 l
Annual cO2e savings (Brugger): approx. 47,000 kg
Annual SO2e savings (Brugger): approx. 8 kg
Additional saving of heat energy over 
modern control and feedback control systems: 10  - 20 %
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4 cOMPANY OBJEcTIvES

Objective 
no.

Formulation of targets In reference to 
the process

1 We aim to measure and evaluate WZB productivity.  p10

2 We aim to receive at least 10 supplier assessments from our A and B customers in 2016 p04

3 We aim to achieve an employee satisfaction rate of 1.8 focusing on the right and 
important things throughout the year

p03

4 We aim to increase revenue productivity by 3 %, to do so we have to avoid waste 
and increase value added. 

p05 to p10

5 We aim to achieve a high number of improvement suggestions 
again. Target 100.

p01 to p14

6 We aim to further improve indirect environmental aspects, our employees should neutralize their 
 commuter carbon footprint as far as possible, We will ascertain and evaluate ‘commuter conduct’ at 
the end of the year.  Target: 5 % less cO2 emissions over year before

p01 to p14

7 We aim to improve products, customer satisfaction and processes by cultivating our ‘learning-from- 
mistakes’ culture, i.e. we will accept ‘information gifts’ from mistakes and eliminate the causes. This 
serves cIP goals nos. 1, 2 and 5. So there is no need to specify these goals here.

p04 to p10
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objective 
no.

Formulation of targets In reference to 
the process

8 We want to improve the health quota. Target: 97 %. p01 to p14

9 We aim to improve volunteer ratings through support and appreciation. Target: 17 (2014 rating: 15.58) p01 to p14

10 We aim to introduce a new EdP system and thus replace the existing system. p01 to p14

11 We aim to attract as many speculative applications as possible. 
Target: at least the same number as 2015. (2014: 78 pcs, 2015:74 pcs)

p14

These targets were developed by management as part of the manage-
ment review. They are the overall objectives for all other targets in the 
departments as well as the personal goals for the individual employees. 
This was preceded by an employee workshop on cSR, whereby great value 
was placed on the relevant formulation of targets. We have selected and 
formulated the objectives such, that a "breakdown" within the depart-

ments is possible. The employees should be able to identify themselves 
with the individual objectives and direct their energy in this direction. In 
addition, this is supported by integrating the company objectives in the 
annual employee reviews.
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cItIzenShIp, where we want to participate, be dedicated and supportive, both in our direct environment, 
as well as globally, i.e. along the supply chains. 

the market challenges us in terms of quality, reliability and price, but also in terms of 
sustainability and fairness. We see ourselves as partners.

the envIronment requires special protection in order to manufacture "clean" products as "clean" as possible in Germany 
without exploiting natural resources. 

In a world that is becoming more and more globalised, topics such as 
 climate change or social injustice are not only increasingly in the public 

eye, but also increasingly relevant for businesses. This is why our under-
standing of cSR covers four fields of activity:

5 fIELdS Of AcTIvIT Y

workplace and health: this focuses totally on our most valuable resource, the people. 

Each of the four fields of activity should be designed not only to meet 
legal standards, but also our own standards as laid down in the guiding 
 principles, and generate or allow for a maximum of efficiency, well-being 
and quality. With minimum burden to and maximum improvement of the 
corresponding specific environmental aspects, this should generate a 
win-win situation at the end of the day. To this purpose we need to define 
 targets and measures which serve this objective. The key performance 
indicators act as monitors of success and control instruments at the same 
time. Key indicators may be mentioned for which there is no meaning-
ful data as yet, where however, their implementation has already been 
planned or is being put into practice. This is denoted either with "in plan-
ning" or "being implemented".

An important tool for internal planning is what we call "Management by 
walking". The two managing directors walk through the entire  production 
once a day and can address personal matters directly. This personal ap-
proach is to create an anxiety-free environment conducive to employee 
response. In addition, our employees are informed through postings on 
the notice board. To give a better overview, the postings are sorted by 
categories: general, quality management, environmental management 
and health. Whereas the quarterly works meetings are an occasion for 
communicating relevant cross-company topics and improvements, the an-
nual employee reviews serve to discuss individual strengths, issues and 
developments. This approach is a common thread for all four activity fields 
described in the following.
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In this field of activity we want to measurably improve the health ratio of 
our employees and increase the well-being of each and every person. To 
this purpose we employ various measures for personality development, 
health care and process improvement (we want to work more intelligently, 
not harder).

furthermore, we endeavour to create a holistic, anxiety-free environment 
which allows and promotes a lived, value-creating error culture.
To ensure that our employees feel totally at home, we are highly com-
mitted to give our company a family-friendly approach and continuously 
strive to improve same.

The health ratio is our positive counter-piece to the so far published 
 figures for sick leave. The term, health ratio, was a conscious choice and is 
to replace the term "sick leave" which is full of negative connotations. This 
is determined continuously and gives both a department-specific as well 
as inter-departmental status regarding health and the well-being of our 
employees (and can also serve as a benchmark). further indicators for our 
attractiveness as an employer include employee fluctuation,  unsolicited 
job applications and the annually determined employee satisfaction.
Indicators for the subject complex process improvement is supplied by 
the suggestions data, such as the number of submitted suggestions for 
improvement and their implementation rate. A high proportion of em-
ployees with further and advanced education (externally) ensures long-
term assurance of process quality and for consistently high motivation of 
our employees.

5.1 Field of activity I, workplace and health

5.1.1 objectives

5.1.2 key performance indicators

key indicators 2013 2014 2015

Health ratio 96.51 % 96.83 % 95.85 %

Employee fluctuation – 3.26 %  1.05 %

Number of suggestions for 
improvement

201 80 96

of which implementation 
has been approved or which 
are already implemented

170 73 93

Employee satisfaction 
(school grades)

1.82 1.77 1.8

Ratio of employees with 
advanced training and fur-
ther education (external)

23 28 22
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here the focus is on internal, company-specific communication methods 
as described above, as this field of activity is largely concerned with our 
employees.

To maintain or improve the health of our employees we follow a holistic 
approach which comprises a number of modules. 
The core of our company health support is our free and extensive health 
programme which can be utilised equally by all our employees. We have a 
self-employed preventologist visit our premises once a week for two hours 
to provide tips and information. her portfolio includes massages, relax-
ation and Nordic walking courses. The measures offered during working 
hours are not only free of charge, we also compensate the time spent. 
This leads to no costs or loss of income for the employees when partici-
pating in the programme, which has significantly increased participation. 
furthermore, many of the preventive measures for occupational safety 
contribute to preventing possible health damage to our employees. In 
production, these measures include the successful installation of noise 
protection  elements and a ventilating unit which provides a pleasant room 
climate, especially during the summer. A light management system which 
ensures pleasant, automatically dimmed lighting as well as automatic 
closing of shutters, also contributes to the well-being of our employees. 
We also place great value on ergonomically designed workplaces. To this 
purpose we have designed customised shelves, stands and aids which 
 reduce  physical stress to a minimum. Physical stress was further reduced 
by reducing the filling volumes of the transport containers.
Noise protection measures were also installed in the administrative areas 
to reduce noise levels. Since 2013 all office workplaces have also been 
equipped with height-adjustable desks.
We also place great value on health-benefitting behaviour of our employ-
ees and always endeavour to provide information and create awareness 
among the staff for a healthy (working) day. We achieve this through 
regular events, for example, the annual health day which we have been 

organising since 2012. Presentations on nutrition and health and a daily 
new "tip of the day" from the areas fire protection, quality, environmen-
tal management and occupational safety which is clearly visible on the 
clocking machines for all employees, have proven extremely effective. 
In harmony with our company objectives, we also want to improve the 
indirect environmental aspects. Our employees should travel to work as 
cO2-neutral as possible. As part of our health day we therefore analysed 
and evaluated the travel patterns of our employees for the first time. At 
the beginning of the year we purchased a total of eight Pedelecs with 
which selected staff were to travel to work on at least 80 days of the year. 
This is not only to help reducing the cO2 burden by 5% compared to the 

5.1.3 communication

5.1.4 measures
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year's start, but also to promote health through more exercise in the 
fresh air. With the 10,000 step event of the SBK (www.10000-schritte.de) 
we were also able to raise awareness of the participating employees with 
 regard to movement during the day.
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With regard to the topic of nutrition and health-promoting products we 
also feel obliged to act as good examples for our employees. Internal prod-
ucts scu as coffee, milk, sugar or detergents are purchased 100% from 
bio shops. Tasty bio-apples are also available to our employees every day 
free of charge.

These services are complemented by sports groups organised by some 
employees, for example, Nordic walking, running or cycling. In addition, 
other leisure sports are offered on a trial basis, i.e. climbing.

We are aware of our corporate social responsibility and would therefore 
like to specifically support our employees in their pro bono activities and 
to promote, support and strengthen their efforts. A pro bono office is 
an important part in the societal as well as personal development of the 
employees. Therefore, in our opinion, social commitment outside the com-

pany deserves special recognition and support. Beyond this, we want to 
create awareness within society as to which values will be of importance 
in later (professional) life, starting with the youngest.

5.2 Field of activity II, citizenship

5.2.1 objectives

The most significant indicator in this context is the pro bono ratio which 
is to determine not only the number of employees involved in pro bono 
activities, but also to find out the related needs so that we can support 
the pro bono activities of our employees. Other indicators which we feel 
relevant are being examined at the present. The number of indicators can 
be extended, revised or adapted as required.

5.2.2 key performance indicators

key indicators 2013 2014 2015

Pro bono ratio 18.1 15.58 15.1

Amount of donations and 
support measures

(planned in future) 8

Number of (educational) 
partnerships

(planned in future) 3
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As part of society, our employees are important contact persons in the 
field of citizenship, which is why we also communicate our goals and meas-
ures specifically through internal communication channels. 
Beyond that, we actively participate in a dialogue with society via numer-
ous networks, such as the Success factor family of the federal Ministry for 

families, Elderly, Women and Youth or the local familyNET or via specific 
events on our premises.  

Specific support of our social commitment follows several paths. 
One part are our sponsoring and donation activities with which we make 
a financial contribution to maintaining societal and pro bono structures. 
We are particularly dedicated to our educational partnerships with kin-
dergartens and schools. They ensure increased awareness and a better 
understanding with teachers, pupils, parents, educators and children for 
the values within and outside a company and its role in society.

for example, the external societal commitment of our employees is sup-
ported by paid and unlimited leave of absence for manning times with the 
fire department or the german Red cross.

5.2.3 communication

5.2.4 measures
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The targets in the activity field Market are not only limited to quantitative 
values but also integrate qualitative criteria which are viewed as being 
desirable by our company. We want to secure our market position with high 
quality, flexible and market-oriented production processes and  extend 
these in the long term. Our position on the labour market is also to be 
improved continuously. An important means for achieving this goal is hav-
ing a good image among the market players, be it customers, suppliers or 
potential employees. An orderly, transparent supply chain is to guarantee 
secure supplies and create trust.

however, we not only want achieve a good image, we also want to do this 
in a credible manner. This necessitates that we align our internal dealings 
along strict societal standards. Beyond this, we feel it is at least equally 
important to create awareness among our stakeholders as to what sus-
tainability truly means. Therefore we want to be an exemplary partner and 
ensure sustainable production across the entire supply chain whereby all 
the players involved pledge to abide by certain international standards, 
such as respecting human dignity.

The complaints ratio is a good indicator for our product quality and the 
satisfaction of our customers and therefore extremely important for the 
activity field Market. Satisfaction is mandatory for customer loyalty and 
which should be measured by the number of loyal customers*. We want to 
improve our flexibility and delivery-on-time to make our customers even 
more satisfied. flexibility can be expressed by using the two indicators 
stock rotation and average processing time.
Being a customer of our suppliers we also place great value on high quality 
and sustainable products, and therefore endeavour to have a high ratio of 
suppliers certified in the area of quality and environmental management. 
To verify our image as a good employer, we analyse the number of unso-
licited job applications.
* A customer is regarded as being loyal if he has purchased both in the current year and past years 

without interruption. This analysis takes into account the past three years.

5.3 Field of activity III, market

5.3.1 objectives

5.3.2 key performance indicators

kennzahl 2012 2013 2014 2015

Unsolicited job appli-
cations

– + 53 % -6 % -5.13 %

Stock rotation – (planned in future)

Average  
processing time

– (planned in future)

Delivery on time 96.94 % 96.89 % 96.88 % 97.71 %

Number of complaints/ 
percentage

0.58 % 0.72 % 0.67 % 0.54 %

relative number of  
loyal customers

94 % 93 % 93 % 95 %
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The focus of our communication in the activity field Market is directed 
at external stakeholders. Nonetheless it is important for us to keep our 
employees up-to-date in this field using the established means of com-
munication.
We employ numerous media to communicate with our external stakehold-
ers, mainly personal contact by telephone. Our website gives visitors a 
first impression of ourselves and our services and provides the oppor-
tunity for initial contact. To be up-to-date our newly designed website 
went live punctually for our company anniversary. Other media we use to 

cultivate contacts include our catalogue and this sustainability report in 
which we always inform our partners comprehensively about innovations 
and  developments. however, direct contact remains the most important 
instrument for exchanging information with market participants. This is 
why we are in permanent contact with our customers and suppliers.

We have analysed our most important suppliers with regard to their com-
petence in terms of quality and environmental management with supplier 
audits and together we are looking at measures to further improve our  
joint performance. A purchasing guideline with concrete requirements 
for the selection of investments, products and suppliers ensures a sus-
tainable purchasing policy. The legal check as part of the EMAS validation 
guarantees legal compliance of our actions. Measures exceeding the legal 
duties strengthen our exemplary role and are maintained consistently via 
various channels. Next to the classical promotion measures such as flyers, 
catalogues, press releases or our website, we also utilise our role as spon-

sor and enter educational partnerships with schools and kindergartens to 
convey our vision vALUES ShAPE ThE fUTURE. We also engage in networks 
such as the company programme Success factor family to demonstrate our 
corporate culture to others and to promote an exchange of experiences. 
Our guiding principles govern the framework of our business practices 
and ensure fair dealings with all market participants, be it our employees, 
customers, suppliers or competitors.

5.3.3 communication

5.3.4 measures
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Overall, the objectives in the activity field Environment can be summa-
rised as the improvement of direct and indirect environmental aspects. 
In concrete terms, we want to cover our energy requirements solely with 
renewable energy carriers and achieve cO2 neutrality for our company. 
furthermore, we are strive to achieve a continuous reduction in residual 
waste volumes as well as operating waste. New suppliers are questioned 
as to their employment of environmental management systems and the 
holding of certificates, thus enhancing their awareness.

Implementation of these objectives in practice is via concrete measures 
which we will implement in the sense of continuous improvement of envi-
ronmental protection. The developed environmental programme includes 
measures, deadlines and responsibilities.
All employees can be involved in the annual update of the environmental 
programme by submitting suggestions. The environmental goals and se-
lected measures from the current environmental programme are presented 
in the following:

5.4 Field of activity Iv, environment

5.4.1 objectives

topic objective measure responsible date

Energy Reducing load peaks to max. 180 kW 
in 2016

Use meters for most important power 
consumers and identify the causes of 
power peaks.

Management I 2017

Energy Reduce energy for lighting by 5% by 
the end of 2016

Meters for lighting will be replaced and 
monitoring systems used to monitor 
and issue warnings.

Management I 2017

Emissions complete cO
2 compensation District heating from the joinery will 

replace the oil heating system
Management I 2017
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topic objective measure responsible date

Employees Event on the occasion of the World 
day for the Environment

Event on the occasion of the World Day 
for the Environment

Management I 2017

Energy cO2-neutral and renewable energy 
sources

District heating from the joinery will 
replace the oil heating system Pre-
pare total energy balance sheet after 
switching over to district heating (CO2 
emissions in 2014: total of approx. 63 t, 
oil heating: approx. 33 t). Once power 
provided by solar units is deducted, the 
remaining amount is approx. 11 t. In 
2015 we already recorded a plus of 3 t.

Management I 2017

Indirect en-
vironmental 
aspects

10 employees travel to work 
for at least 80 days per year 
by E-bike.

Additional e-bikes appropriate for em-
ployees have been purchased.
Documentation of travel patterns

Management I 2017
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our environmental aspects 

In terms of environmental aspects, we understand aspects as being the 
"activities, products or services of an organisation" which may affect the 
environment.
As a rule, environmental aspects are divided into direct and indirect 
 environmental aspects. 
for example, direct environmental aspects include emissions, waste or 
water consumption. They are the direct result of company activities at the 
location and can be controlled by us.

Indirect environmental aspects are generated through the activities of our 
company without having complete control over the responsibilities. for 
example, indirect environmental aspects occur through (employee) travel 
or the purchasing of products. These environmental aspects are mainly 
observed in the upstream and downstream areas of our company. 

Most of the indicator figures for the activity field Environment can be de-
rived directly from the data collected for the environmental declaration. 
These include the consumption of electricity, water, heating oil, pellets 
and fuel, as well as the residual waste volume, operating waste or the cO2 
emissions generated directly by the company. The number of suppliers 
with certificates for environmental management serves as indicator for 
the indirect environmental effects of our company.

5.4.2 key performance indicators

key indicators 2012 2013 2014 2015

Oil for heating 21588 L 18895 L 12297 L 13254 L

Waste 1.003 t 0.904 t 0.918 t 1.029 t

Suppliers with 
environ mental 
 certification

– (planned in future)
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As a result of three-dimensional assessment, the environmental aspects 
are classified into three categories (see shaded part in table):

a =  Particularly significant environmental aspect with high action rele-
vance,

B =  environmental aspect with average significance and action rele-
vance,

c = environmental aspect with low significance and action relevance.

After classification of the environmental aspects into these categories, 
the environmental aspects are assessed in terms of being influenced. The 
following categories are employed to this purpose:

I = major control potential available, also short-term,
II =  the environmental aspect can be controlled sustainably, but only mid 

to long-term,

III =  control options for this environmental aspect are only long-term or 
only dependent on decisions by third parties.

All environmental aspects have been assessed using this score to deter-
mine their environmental relevance and action requirements. for exam-
ple, an environmental aspect that has been scored with A and I is a highly 
significant environmental aspect with high action relevance and with 
short-term control potential. In other words, the search for improvement 
measures for this environmental aspect which can be implemented short-
term has priority. 
The results of the above assessment as well as actual consumption data 
are presented in the following sections.

5.4.3 assessment of the environmental aspects

The environmental aspects of the activities, products and services of our 
company are assessed using a three-dimensional scale according to a 
method by the federal Environment Agency. w
Quantitative  
importance

prognosis Future  
development

risk potential / 
assessment of environmental aspect

high (A) average (B) low (C)

high (A) increasing (A) A A B

stagnating (B) A B B

decreasing (c) B B B

average (B) increasing (A) A B B

stagnating (B) B C C

decreasing (c) B C C

low (C) increasing (A) B B B

stagnating (B) B C C

decreasing (c) B C C
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5.4.4 direct environmental aspects  |  Environment-relevant consumption data for the years 2012-2015

water

vehicle pool

energy

Input

Item unit consump-
tion 2012

consump-
tion 2013

consump-
tion 2014

consump-
tion 2015

evaluation effect

Municipal water m³ 163 159 212 278 C III

Item unit Quantity
2012

Quantity
2013

Quantity
2014

Quantity
2015

evaluation effect

CARS Units 7 7 7 7 B II

Item unit consump-
tion 2012

consump-
tion 2013

consump-
tion 2014

consump-
tion 2015

evaluation effect

Electricity kWh 399,698 399,438 422,718 417,258 B II

Oil for heating kWh 214,585 187,916 122,232 131,745 A II

Pellets kWh 104,954 140,925 103,960 186,631 C II

Diesel kWh 112,176 108,814 94,606 89,089 B II

Propane kWh 2,975 2,550 3,259 2,975 B III
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paper

Item unit consump-
tion 2012

consump-
tion 2013

consump-
tion 2014

consump-
tion 2015

evaluation effect

Paper white A4  
chlorine-free 
bleached.

Sheets 150,000 202,500 150,000 100,000 C II

Paper white A5  
chlorine-free 
bleached.

Sheets 60,000 30,000 90,000 30,000 C II

refrigerants

Item unit Quantity
2012

Quantity
2013

Quantity
2014

Quantity
2015

evaluation effect

R134a kg 9.6 2.5 – – A II

raw and operating materials

Item unit Quantity
2012

Quantity
2013

Quantity
2014

Quantity
2015

evaluation effect

Steel t 199 145 176 124 C II

Plastics t 33 34 49 37 B II

Input
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waste

Item unit Quantity
2012

Quantity
2013

Quantity
2013

Quantity
2015

evaluation effect

Sewerage m³ 163 159 212 278 C III

Rainwater m2 4515 4515 3185 3185 C III

Item unit Quantity
2012

Quantity
2013

Quantity
2014

Quantity
2015

evaluation effect

Waste t 1.0 0.9 0.9 1.029 B II

Paper /  
cartons

t 41.0 9.0 8.8 9.168 B III

Foils / styrofoam t 33.0 29.0 37.1 33.320 C III

Plastics t 7.3 6.0 7.1 8.2 B II

Hazardous 
waste  
(small containers)

t 0 0.04 0.01 0.0 C III

Steel t 58.3 53.0 43.4 49.92 B II

Brass t 1.1 0.2 0 0.513 C III

Aluminium t 0.1 0.1 1.2 0.073 C III

Waste oil / KSS  
emulsion 
halogen-free

t 2.3 2.0 3.3 1.2 C III

output

waste water
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calculation basis for emissions [according to gemis 4.14 (exceptions)]:

So2 emissions

Item unit Quantity
2012

Quantity
2013

Quantity
2014

Quantity
2015

evaluation effect

SO2 emissions, total kg 197 195 174 182 B II

Electricity (according to national mix) 2013 511.0 g/kWh cO2

Electricity (100% natural energy) as of 2009 cO2-Neutral

Wood pellets 2 g/kWh cO2

Diesel 267 g/kWh cO2

Oil for heating 269 g/kWh cO2

Propane (bmwi.de) 231 g/kWh cO2

Oil for heating 211 g/kWh SO2

co2 emissions

Item unit Quantity
2012

Quantity
2013

Quantity
2014

Quantity
2015

evaluation effect

CO2 emissions 
total

t 93.0 85.5 63.3 64.791 B II

output
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5.4.5 Indirect environmental aspects

The EMAS regulation prompts organisations to also take the indirect 
 environmental aspects caused by their actions, products and services into 
account. The main aspects should be taken into account during the envi-
ronmental check and form the basis for determining the environmental 
goals and measures. 
Possible indirect environmental aspects according to EMAS regulation (see 
Appendix vI) include:
Product-related aspects (design, development, packaging, shipping, use 
and recycling /disposal of waste), capital investment, granting credit and 
insurance services, new markets, selection and composition of services 

(i.e. traffic or gastronomy), administration and planning decisions, com-
position of product offer, environmental performance and environmental 
behaviour of contractors, subcontractors and suppliers.

We have assessed the relevance of the identified topic areas. from these 
we derived measures for the environmental programme. 
The topic areas relevant for our  company are given ion the following 
graph.
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5.4.6 explanations regarding data development

The following section describes the most important topic areas of the 
input /output balance of our company. To allow a better comparison of 
the data we have presented the data in relation to the overall development 

of our company and in relation to the number of employees. In the energy 
field, the relation to heated area may also prove to be an important source 
of information.

key indicators unit 2012 2013 2014 2015

MA (calculated as full-time incl. temps) 1 65 66 73 75

Working days days 220 220 220 220

Fuel consumption per heated area kWh /m² 58.5 69.3 41.4 58.26

Power consumption per turnover kWh / Euro 0.03 0.04 0.03 0.033

Power consumption per 100 pcs shipped goods kWh / 100 pcs 1.60 1.73 1.36 1.6
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Fig. 2: power consumption per turnover
Our power consumption per turnover appears to even out at a stable level. 
In the case of increased turnover, this is certainly due to the company’s 
solar power units which help to reduce the amount we have to purchase. 
furthermore, when new lights or replacement lights are needed, only LEds 
will be purchased from now on.

Fig. 1 energy consumption (heating) per heated area 
We again recorded a rise in energy consumption compared to the previous 
year. The cause is likely the mild winter of 2014/2015, despite climate-ad-
justed data. In 2008 we implemented effective measures to considerably 
reduce fuel oil consumption. In 2009 the heating facilities were still not 
running as planned. Since 2011 we have replaced the plant with “Klix”. We 
believe the slight increase to be due to control problems. The 2014 value 
is good. Since the end of 2015 our local heating supply has come from 
a neighboring joiners’ business. We plan to stop relying on oil heating 
completely.
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Fig. 3: electricity consumption per 100 units of dispatched goods
here we can see a decrease in consumption over the years. We can see that 
it is possible to ship the same or even more using less power. In 2011, the 
figure starts to decrease, which is presumably due to the various pow-
er-saving measures. In 2012, the steel consumption increased compared 
to plastics consumption, so that a further relative decrease can be seen. 
certain fluctuations in the energy intensity of our products is clearly 
recognizable between 2013 and 2014. Whereby the curve is going in the 
right direction.

 5.4.7 communication

Our environment is shaped not by ourselves but by all the other players in 
our society. Therefore it is important for us to reach these with our commu-
nication, to influence them in their activities regarding the environment. 
Our exemplary role can be communicated best to the players active in our 
company. Our employees are therefore integrated into all communications 
relating to the environment topic. We reach the general public and our 
partners with our environmental declaration for example, which in future 
will be integrated into this sustainability report and is to convey our lived 

environmental protection externally. Above all, we want to create aware-
ness and all our activities and dealings are designed to achieve this. Every 
action causes a reaction, consciously or subconsciously, this is a fact that 
applies no matter what and be applied globally. True to the motto: "do 
good and talk about it".
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5.4.8 measures

We implement measures both internally and with our partners.  for in-
stance, all our parcels are shipped with no carbon footprint. We already 
cover some of our energy requirements with our own photovoltaic plant. 
Since 2016 we have been using district heating so we might completely 
dispense with oil heating.
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dPd quote:
A key challenge in the logistics sector is reducing greenhouse gas emis-
sions. As a leading parcel and express service provider we take our en-
vironmental responsibilities very seriously. We are committed to per-
manently improving our company’s carbon footprint. for this reason we 
launched our climate-neutral parcel service in July 2012 and have since 
shipped very parcel carbon neutral at no additional to the customer. 
Today carbon-neutral shipping applies in a total of 16 markets and is 
thus virtually standard across Europe.
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determining goals is the basis for future-oriented thinking. Our company 
also applies this philosophy to environmental protection. At the end of 
each year we determine the environmental goals for the coming year. 
 Employees from all departments of the company meet in working groups 
to develop joint measures which serve to achieve the environmental 
goals. These measures are documented in the environmental programme 
together with deadlines and responsibilities (see also chapter 5).
Based on the assessment of the environmental data, for example, on 
 energy consumption or the waste volumes, we evaluate the achievement 
of our goals at the end of the year. If the targeted goals were achieved, one 
can look for further improvement so that we can improve our environmen-
tal performance continuously. Non-achievement of goals means searching 
for the reasons and staying "on the ball" with regard to this topic.

In 2005, management decided to have the company Brugger gmbh 
Magnet systeme validated according to EMAS. Not only to be able to 
 better coordinate the company's environmental protection measures 
and to make them more efficient, but also to underline the importance of 
environmental protection within our company to our business partners, 
customers and suppliers. 
In the autumn of 2007 we had successfully implemented validation 
 according to EMAS. To achieve this ambitious goal, Brugger gmbh joined 
the project "EMAS convoy" which was organised by the town of Singen 
together with the Arqum company as consultant. 
The goals we have set ourselves to develop environmental protection 
 further at Brugger are documented in our environmental programme 
(see point 5.4.1). The following graph illustrates how the environmental 
management system operates in our company.

6 EMAS ENvIRONMENTAL dEcLARATION
6.1 why are we participating in emaS?

Documentation 
Reports

Success Monitoring

Target Definition

Planning of Measures

Balances

Implementation Assessment
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Under corporate polIcy we have determined the action principles for 
sustainable development in our company.

The company envIronmental audIt collates environment-relevant 
data and checks the system and compliance with legal requirements.

concrete goals, measures, deadlines and responsibilities are laid down in 
the envIronmental programme.

The environmental management system governs the responsibilities and 
procedures documented in the management handbook.

This envIronmental declaratIon serves communication between 
the company and the public.

Regular internal control of the system is conducted via the company en-
vIronmental audIt. The results of this internal audit are discussed 
with management, followed by determining renewed measures for con-
tinued improvement.

externally our company, the system, and the environmental declara-
tion are checked by an approved environmental expert.

the individual steps of our environmental management system according to emaS 
are described briefly in the following:
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6.1.1 what are the most important structures and elements of our environmental management system?

6.1.2 how did we organise the implementation of practical environmental protection?

6.1.3 how are our employees involved?

The management handbook serves to document the environmental 
 management system and describes all the tasks and responsibilities of 
environmental management.
Part of the rules given in the management handbook are substantiated by 
descriptions of procedures. Next to containing precise procedural instruc-
tions for a certain process, they also include the persons responsible and 
the means to be applied. for example, such instructions were prepared for 
avoiding, recycling and disposing of waste as well as the regular determi-
nation of environmental aspects caused by us. 

If concrete rules are required for a workplace or a specific activity, then 
these are documented in the working and operating instructions. for 
 example, this includes concrete instructions for the handling of hazard-
ous goods. The environmental management system was integrated into 
the existing quality management system to generate additional potential 
for synergies and to avoid duplication of rules. 
The input/output data discussed in chapter 4.2 confirm that the environ-
mental management system is a basis for the systematic improvement of 
environmental protection in our company.

The responsibilities in all important areas are regulated to ensure our com-
pliance with legal requirements as well as to ensure further development. 
The tasks and duties of the responsible employees are described in our 

management handbook and form the basis for individual task profile /
position descriptions.

current topics are discussed in regular management meetings, as are 
 suggested solutions, or tasks delegated to individual employees, if appli-
cable. The environmental management officer is a member of management 

and is available at all times for employees as contact person in questions 
pertaining to the environment. The employees are informed about the 
consumption data on a regular basis.
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6.1.4 legal background

External requirements regarding our company and our environmental 
management system are governed in specific by the legal regulations 
 applicable to us as well as the standards on which our management sys-
tem is based.

In terms of legal requirements we have determined which laws and 
 regulations as well as guidelines and notices are relevant for us and how 
they affect our company. We have also ensured that approvals have been 
received for equipment requiring approvals as well as for activities and 
that the contained measures are complied with. 

we comply wIth all legal reQuIrementS. To ensure future re-
liability in these matters we regularly check which legal changes apply to 
our company. New requirements are implemented immediately through 

suitable measures. The information necessary is available via the Inter-
net, i.e. via online services, and upon receipt of legal documents this are 
checked with regard to their relevance for us.
Specific legal areas which need to be addressed in our company, include
•  Emission Protection Act (1.BImSchv)
•  Law on recycling and disposal
•  Law on chemicals with subsequent regulations
•  Law on water
•  as well as municipal statutes
We have determined the legal requirements for the fields of emission pro-
tection, water, waste, handling of hazardous goods, occupational safety 
and contamination. We are not aware of any contaminated areas. Our com-
pany ensures compliance with all legally relevant regulations and notices.
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6.2 key indicators  |  Explanations on the following key indicators

Our energy eFFIcIency can be portrayed nicely in relation to turnover /
number of employees. As can the ratio of energy from renewable 
sources.

Our materIal eFFIcIency is easy to present and we have also done this 
in relation to the corresponding waste volumes. hereby we looked at our 
two main mass flows, steel and plastics.

water is not really a relevant quantity for us, but we have included it for 
the sake of completeness. Our water consumption is limited exclusively 
to washing hands and potable water (drink station). We not use water in 
our production processes, i.e. for cooling injection moulding machines, 
we work with closed systems. Our toilet flushing system is connected to 
the company rainwater cistern and does not consume any potable water.

The waSte volumeS are presented split over the individual relevant 
fractions, again in relation to turnover and number of employees. In the 
areas paper/ cartons and foils / styrofoam we worked with incorrect num-
bers in the past and after consultation with our waste disposer these have 
now been corrected which explains the significant increase.

bIologIcal dIverSIt y only has little environmental relevance for us, 
especially as we see little or no opportunities for influencing the present 
status quo.

Looking at emISSIonS and aIr pollutantS we have given the val-
ues relevant to us. Looking at the values for ch4, N2O, hfcs, Pfcs and Sf6 
makes little sense for us as we do not directly emit these pollutants in our 
operating processes and can therefore not influence them directly.
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6.2.1 energy efficiency

description unit 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015

overall 
direct energy consumption

MWh 834 826 867 906 761 843

Total consumption  
of renewable energies

MWh 210 92 522 590 327 604

Percentage of energy from 
renewable energy sources

% 25.12 11.18 60.25 65.13 69.18 71.61

relative energy consumption  
to turnover

MWh / € 0.000095 0.000075 0.000071 0.000083 0.000060 0.000067

relative 
energy consumption in relation to 
number of employees

MWh /  
employees

17.022 15.878 13.337 13.734 10.429 11.244
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percentage of energy from renewable energy sources relative energy consumption to number of employees
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6.2.2 material efficiency

description unit 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015

annual volume flow steel t 110 172 199 145 176 124

annual volume flow 
plastics

t 26 27 33 34 49 37

annual waste steel t 56 68 58 53 43 50

annual waste plastics t 5 6 7 6 7 8

relative annual volume flow 
steel in relation to turnover

t / € 0.000013 0.000016 0.000016 0.000013 0.000014 0.000001

relative annual volume flow 
steel in relation to number of 
employees

t / employees 2.245 3.299 3.062 2.197 2.411 1.653

relative annual volume flow 
plastics in relation to turnover

t / € 0.000003 0.000002 0.000003 0.000003 0.000004 0.000004

relative annual volume flow 
plastics in relation to number of 
employees

t / employees 0.531 0.513 0.508 0.515 0.671 0.493

share of steel waste  
in mass flow

% 51.309 39.915 29.307 36.607 24.646 40.258

Share of plastics  
in mass flow

% 19.192 23.427 22.182 17.735 14.404 22.238
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6.2.3 water

description unit 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015

total annual 
water consumption

m³ 117 143 163 159 212 278

relative water consumption 
in relation to turnover

m³ / € 0.000013 0.000013 0.000013 0.000015 0.000017 0.000022

relative water consumption 
to number of employees

m³ /  
employees

2.39 2.75 2.50 2.41 2.90 3.07
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6.2.4 waste

description unit 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015

annual waste (other) t 1.20 0.86 1.0 0.90 0.92 1.03

annual waste 
paper/cartons

t 9.75 40.19 41.04 8.94 8.80 9.17

annual waste 
foils / styrofoam

t 5.65 25.35 32.96 29.04 37.13 33.32

annual waste 
hazardous waste

t 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.04 0.01 1.2

relative waste quantity of 
other waste in relation to num-
ber of employees

t / employee 0.024 0.017 0.015 0.014 0.013 0.014

relative waste quantity of plas-
tics in relation to number of 
employees

t / employee 0.102 0.12 0.113 0.091 0.097 0.110

relative waste 
paper/cartons to 
number of employees

t / employee 0.199 0.773 0.631 0.135 0.121 0.122

relative waste 
foils / styrofoam to 
number of employees

t / employee 0.115 0.487 0.507 0.44 0.509 0.444

relative waste steel in relation 
to number of employees

t / employee 1.152 1.317 0.897 0.804 0.594 0.666

relative waste quantity  
of hazardous waste in relation 
to number of employees

t / employee 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.001 0.000 0.016
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6.2.5 biological diversity

description unit 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015

Space requirement m2 3200 3200 3200 3200 3200 3200

relative space requirement  
in relation to number of em-
ployees

m2 /  
employee

65.305 61.538 49.231 48.485 43.836 42.667
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6.2.6 emissions and air pollutants

description unit 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015

total annual CO2 

 emissions
t cO2 equiv. 63.42 92.25 92.95 85.47 63.33 64.79

total annual emission 
of SO2

kg 177.68 188.33 196.91 195.46 173.79 182.22

total annual emission 
of NOX

kg 285.11 265.29 283.09 294.63 273.43 292.62

total annual emission 
of PM

kg 70.92 58.30 62.56 72.38 58.81 69.96

relative total emission 
of CO2 to number of 
employees

t cO2 equiv. / 
employee

1.29 1.77 1.43 1.30 0.9 0.86

relative total emission 
of SO2 to number of 
employees

kg / employee 3.626 3.622 3.029 2.961 2.381 2.430

relative total emission 
of NOX to number of 
employees

kg / employee 5.819 5.102 4.355 4.464 3.746 3.902

relative total emission 
of PM to number of 
 employees

kg / employee 1.447 1.121 0.962 1.097 0.806 0.933
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6.2.7 co2 emissions divided by type of energy use

description unit 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015

CO2 emissions 
 Electricity

kg 0 0 0 0 0 0

CO2 emissions  
heating energy

kg 35.685 60.060 57.933 50.904 33.088 35.813

CO2 emissions  
process energy

kg 229 491 687 589 753 687

CO2 emissions  
fuels

kg 27.502 31.698 34.329 33.889 29.491 28.291
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6.2.8 co2-emissions per energy carrier (all usage types taken into account)

description unit 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015

Energy % 0 0 0 0 0 0

Heating oil (light) % 56 65 62 59 52 55

Propane liquid gas % 0 1 1 1 1 0

Wood (pellets) % 1 0 0 0 0 1

Diesel % 38 31 33 34 40 37

Petrol % 6 4 4 5 6 7
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6.3 validation of environmental declaration

The next consolidated environmental declaration will be available for 
 validation february 2019 latest.
In the years in between, an updated environmental declaration will be 
prepared.

The undersigned, reinhard mirz, EMAS environmental inspector with  
the registration number dE-v-0260, accredited for area 25 (NAcE-code 
Rev. 2), confirms having audited whether the facility as declared in the 
environmental declaration of

brugger gmbh magnetsysteme
gewerbestraße 23, 78739 hardt
with Reg.-No. d-169-00061

complies with all the requirements of directive (EU) No. 1221/2009 of the 
European Parliament and council dates 25. November 2009 on the volun-
tary participation of organisations in a joint system for environmental 
management and environmantal company audits (EMAS).

By signing this declaration, we confirm that 
•  the audit and validation were conducted in full compliance with the 

requirements of the directive (EU) No. 1221/2009,
•  the result of the audit and validation confirm that there is no evidence 

for non-compliance of the applicable environmental regulations,
•  the data and information contained in the consolidated Environmen-

tal declaration of the facility is a reliable, credible and true picture of 
all activities at the site within the ranges stated in the Environmental 
declaration.

This declaration cannot be equated to an EMAS registration. EMAS regis-
tration can only be performed by a competent body according to directive 
(EU) No. 1221/2009. This declaration may not be used as the sole basis for 
communication with the public.

hardt, dated 02.03.2015
(for the last validated environmental declaration) Environmental inspector
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7 APPROvAL / SIgNATURE Of MANAgEMENT

date Name Signature

date Name Signature

date Name Signature

date Name Signature

Thomas Brugger

georg Brugger-Efinger

Sascha Bausch

heiko Merz

13.02.2016

13.02.2016

13.02.2016

13.02.2016
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did you enjoy our sustainability report? 
Our contact partners would be pleased to assist you in case of queries, suggestions or criticism:

please send your questions regarding our sustainability report to:

You can order further copies of this sustainability report at the following 
address or download it from our website:

mr thomas brugger (commercial management / owner)
Phone +49 7422 9519-0
Fax +49 7422 9519-22
thomas.brugger@brugger-magnet.de

mr heiko merz (management representative)
Phone +49 7422 / 9519-0
Fax +49 7422 / 9519-22
heiko.merz@brugger-magnet.de

brugger gmbh magnetsysteme
gewerbestr. 23
78739 hardt

Phone +49 7422 9519-0
fax +49 7422 9519-22
info@brugger-magnet.de
www.brugger-magnet.de

8 YOUR cONTAcT PARTNERS

Responsible for the contents: heiko Merz 
design: aundb communication gmbh

Source of images: 
fotolia.com

version: 3.0

for reasons of easier readability we have decided to use male gender spelling in most cases. Of course, 
male and female gender spelling is intended in the relevant articles.
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http://www.emas.de/

http://www.wir-fuer-emas.de/

http://www.baua.de/

http://www.umweltschutz-bw.de/

http://www.izu.bayern.de/

http://www.bmu.de/

http://www.lubw.baden-wuerttemberg.de/

http://www.umwelttechnik-bw.de/

http://doku.uba.de/

http://www.umweltzentrum-sbn.de/

http://www.dnbgf.de/

http://www.erfahrung-ist-zukunft.de/

http://www.bmg.bund.de/

http://www.corporate-health-award.de/

9 AdvIcE / TIPS ANd SUggESTIONS TO EMULATE
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10 dIREcTORY Of ABBREvIATIONS  

abbreviation description

1. BlmSchV 1. federal Emission Protection directive

AD Sales force

AKGL Assistant to commercial management

AV Work preparation

BsB fire protection officer

CSR corporate Social Responsibility  à  Responsibility of the company in society

DaB data protection officer

EDVA EdP administrator

EIN Presetter

EK Purchasing

EKS Purchase processing

EMAS Eco Management and Audit Scheme – European regulation on the voluntary participation of commercial 
 companies on a joint system for environmental management and enviuronmental audits

FaSi Expert for occupational safety

FL Production management

GEMIS global Emissions – model of integrated systems; data base for calculating emissions
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abbreviation description

HaM facility manager

KA commercial assistant

KgL commercial managing director

KON construction

KSB commercial clerk

MA Employees

MB Management representative

QA Quality assistant

QW / QWL Quality department / Quality management

ROI return on investment à calculation of ROI

SB Safety officer

UW / UWL Environmental department / Environmental management

vv Suggestion for improvement

WZB / WZBL Tool making / Tool making management
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